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If You Happen to Have a Dinosaur - Linda Bailey 2017-03-07
A hugely popular picture book, now available in oversized board book
format for our youngest dino-lovers. If you happen to have a dinosaur,
lying around your living room, and you don't know what to do with
it...why don't you use it as a can opener? It will make a terrific
nutcracker too! There are oodles of uses for a dinosaur -- from a fine
umbrella to an excellent kite and a dandy pillow, not to mention a
reliable burglar alarm and the perfect excuse to forget your homework.
This delightfully absurd exploration of the domestic uses of dinosaurs -and the things dinos just aren't good for at all -- is guaranteed to tickle
funny bones and spark imaginations. If you read carefully, you'll learn
how to make your dinosaur last a very long time.
The Underpants Board Book Slipcase - Claire Freedman 2014

to the award-winning Aliens Love Underpants.
Dinosaurs Love Underpants Book and Toy - Claire Freedman 2013-08-19
You may wonder why dinosaurs became extinct, well here is the answer .
. . They were all wiped out in a mighty Pants War! Join T-Rex and the rest
of the gang as they slog it out to gain prehistoric pants supremacy in this
hilarious follow-up to the award-winning Aliens Love Underpants.
Aliens in Underpants Save the World - Claire Freedman 2030-12-30
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every
reader.
Aliens Love Panta Claus - Claire Freedman 2011-10-04
The aliens are excited, For tomorrow’s Christmas Day, So instead of
stealing underpants, They’re giving them away! Aliens love underpants!
But they also love Christmas and Santa Claus. So when Santa’s sleigh is
broken on Christmas Eve, it’s aliens to the rescue! Parents and kids alike
will adore this hilarious tale from the creators of the celebrated Aliens
Love Underpants and Dinosaurs Love Underpants .
Songs From Aliens Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2019-07-11
We all know that Aliens Love Underpants but what else do they love? Join
us as our five favourite underpants-loving aliens star in a series of silly,
catchy animated songs about their other great loves. Sing along with this

Dinosaurs Love Underpants Book and Jigsaw - Claire Freedman
2014-07-10
Find our why why dinosaurs became extinct in this new edition of the
book, with a fantastic 36 piece jigsaw puzzle, perfect for any underpants
fan! Join T-Rex and the rest of the gang as they slog it out in a mighty
Pants War to gain prehistoric pants supremacy in this hilarious follow-up
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summer's TV hit, based on the award-winning, bestselling series by
Claire Freedman and Ben Cort. Coming to Sky TV in July 2019.
The Dinosaur That Pooped a Planet! - Tom Fletcher 2017-09-05
From Tom Fletcher and Dougie Poynter of McFly comes a supersonic
space adventure filled with planets, poop, and pandemonium! One boy,
one space rocket, one very hungry dinosaur: the ingredients for an
explosive space adventure of epic poop-portions! But when Danny
realizes he’s forgotten Dino’s lunch box, the very hungry dinosaur eats
everything in sight, including their only way home: the rocket! How will
Dino get them back home? Meet Danny and his pet Dinosaur, Dino. No
matter what this ravenous reptile ingests, he never keeps it down for
long.
Dinosaurs Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2009-12-29
Illustrations and rhyming text reveal the Mighty Underpants War as the
true reason dinosaurs are extinct.
Monstersaurus! - Claire Freedman 2011-09-29
Monty LOVES inventing But things don't always work - His walking
toaster ran away And the robot went BERSERK! But then one day Monty
found a book with instructions on how to create inventions very rare...
read it if you dare! 'Fun, colourful and dynamic for 3+. It will brighten
Halloween no end.' The Times 'This brand new picture book from the
Aliens Love Underpants creators is great...This book will be enjoyed
again and again.' We Love this Book 'A fabulous book combining fun,
rhythmic text and bright, dynamic illustrations.' Creative Steps
'Brilliantly zany illustrations tell you the story along with the rhyming
text. There's a big - and hilarious - surprise at the end. A really enjoyable
book.' Parents in Touch 'A monstrous new tale…full of riotous rhyme and
boy appeal.' The Bookseller 'No Aliens this Christmas, but fans can look
forward to a monstrous new invention from the award-winning author
and illustrator team.' The Bookseller Children's Buyer's Guide 'It's a
cracking read, very grisly and very compelling.' The Bookseller
Children's Buyers Guide 'The brilliant Aliens Love Underpants pair have
dreamed up a big, bold thriller of a picture book...this is a guaranteed
favourite.' Daily Mail
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Pirates Love Underpants Book and Plush - Claire Freedman 2015-10-08
This new edition of the bestselling book comes with an awesome pirate
captain toy! Ahoy me hearties! Join the Pants Pirates on a special
treasure hunt. Grab your cutlass and sail on the Pirate Ship Black
Bloomer past angry crocs, sharks in fancy pants and through gurgling
swamps on a quest to find…the Pants of Gold! This hilarious new
addition to the phenomenally successful Underpants series will not
disappoint. You'll be yo-ho-ho-ing until the sails come down!
The Great Snortle Hunt - Claire Freedman 2012-08-02
A fabulous new picture book from the bestselling author of Aliens Love
Underpants. On a hill bumpy-steepy, there's a house scary-creepy, And
it's said that a Snortle lives there... One moonlit night, Mouse, Cat and
Dog set off on a great Snortle hunt - do you dare join them? Praise for
The Great Snortle Hunt "This is mirrored brilliantly by the illustrations,
particularly by the ingenious use of the space on the page. Kate Hindley
is a newcomer in the picture book world but definitely one to watch. Her
style is sleek and child-friendly, with plenty of detail throughout, and she
uses a beautiful palette of colours which is enhanced by the use of mat
paper, to wonderful effect." Armadillo, Winter 2012 "This charmingly
illustrated book is guaranteed to make reading time extra exciting."
Creative Steps, Summer 2012 "Will delight young readers. The beautiful
illustrations by Kate Hindley are modern and scenic…a real treat for
word lovers of all ages." We Love this Book, Summer 2012 "Young
readers will love the build-up of excitement... Freedman knows what
children like and her words are well-matched by Hindley's spikey
images... the page shape too is used to maximum effect in this affirming
production"Books for Keeps, July 2012 Praise for Claire Freedman's
'Underpants' series "Will make kids laugh" The Sun "This fantastic
rhyming story [...] is simply pantastic!" Galaxy British Book Awards 2008
"Daft and absurdly amusing book." Prima Baby & Pregnancy A
charmingly illustrated rhyming text with twists and turns right up to the
end!
Shuffle, Repeat - Jen Klein 2017-05-02
When Harry Met Sally for YA romance readers. This opposites-attract
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love story is perfect for fans of Huntley Fitzpatrick, Stephanie Perkins,
and Jenny Han. June wants high school to end and real life to begin.
Oliver is soaking up senior year’s glory days. They could have coasted
through high school, knowing about—but not really knowing—each
other. Except that their moms have arranged for Oliver to drive June to
school. Every. Single. Day. Suddenly these two opposites are fighting
about music, life . . . pretty much everything. But love is unpredictable.
When promises—and hearts—get broken, Oliver and June must figure out
what really matters. And then fight for it. “Addictive. Fans of Deb Caletti
and Sarah Dessen will enjoy this sweet romance.” —SLJ “An entertaining
and even touching romance.” —Kirkus Reviews “Satisfying from the first
fractious car ride right down to the unabashedly happy ending. A fine
romance.” —Booklist
Dinosaurs Love Underpants Ready to Read - Claire Freedman
2018-02-22
Dinosaurs love underpants! And they will do ANYTHING to get their
claws on a pair... You may wonder why dinosaurs became extinct, well
here is the answer - they were all wiped out in a mighty Pants War! Join
T. rex and the rest of the gang as they slog it out to gain prehistoric
pants supremacy in this hilarious follow-up to the bestselling Aliens Love
Underpants, the Richard and Judy's Children's Books Winner in 2007.
You'll be sure to laugh your pants off! Enjoy this fabulously funny
bestseller in a brand new Ready to Read format for early readers! 'The
humour is spot-on for young children.' Daily Mail 'A winning combination
of two great toddler obsessions-dinosaurs and pants - this has
guaranteed entertainment value' Junior Magazine 'Daft and absurdly
amusing book' Prima Baby & Pregnancy 'Told in rhyme with lively,
expressive pictures, it encourages new readers and is great to read
aloud' Primary Times
Oona Finds an Egg (The Oodlethunks #1) - Adele Griffin 2016-01-05
Oona has found a very special egg. Oh, how she loves her baby! She'll do
anything to protect this egg until it hatches. Then she can find out what's
inside, even though it might just gobble her up! But Oona's precious
bundle of eggy joy may never see the light of day. It seems everyone
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wants Oona's egg. Her little brother, Thunk, that smelly kid, Bruce Brute,
and a bunch of others in her West Wog world all want a piece of Oona's
treasure. Oona the protector, Oona the curious, Oona the mighty will do
whatever it takes to safeguard her darling. No one will get their grimy,
Cro-Magnony hands on her egg. Because, more than anything, Oona
wants something of her very own to care for. National Book Award
finalist Adele Griffin pairs with artist Mike Wu to deliver a cast of
lovable, primitive family and friends in West Wog. The stories pop with
adventure, original language, and an unstoppable protagonist who is as
adorable as the egg she's working so hard to protect.
Dinosaur Doo - Andrew Weale 2014-05-06
If you liked Claire Freedman's Dinosaurs in Underpants, you'll love this!
When Spark's village is bombarded with dinosaur poo he sets out on a
mission to stop the naughty dinosaurs. But how? By building a dinosaur
loo, of course! An hilarious rhyming story with a winning combination of
poo and dinosaurs! This book certainly has the yuck factor appeal! With
all the favourite dinosaurs, including an iguanodon, triceratops,
brachiosaurus, and pterodactyls. By the winner of the Red House
Children's Book Award 2013. Check out the crazy Dinsaur Doo author
video:
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Andrew-Weale/e/B0053YDWYO/ref=sr_tc_2_0?
qid=1347351897&sr=1-2-ent
Everyone Loves Underpants! - Claire Freedman 2016-11-15
Dinosaurs love them. Pirates love them. Even Monsters love them.
Everyone loves underpants! Dinosaurs Love Underpants, Pirates Love
Underpants, and Monsters Love Underpants are now available together
in a laugh-out-loud collectable boxed set! Dinosaurs Love Underpants:
Want to know the real reason the dinosaurs became extinct? They were
wiped out in a mighty Underpants War! Join T-Rex and the rest of the
gang as they slog it out to gain prehistoric pants supremacy. Pirates Love
Underpants: Join a group of pirates as they search for the legendary
Pants of Gold! Monsters Love Underpants: Monsters around the world
have different ways to scare, but they all share a love for zany
underpants!
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lamination on the lion cubs.
The Underpants Board Book Slipcase - Claire Freedman 2014-10-09
These board book set will show you just how much aliens, dinosaurs and
even pirates love underpants. It is competely pants-tastic!
Saturday Night at the Dinosaur Stomp - Carol Diggory Shields
2008-08-12
When it is rock 'n' roll time during the prehistoric era, many different
kinds of dinosaurs gather to twist, twirl, and tromp at a Saturday night
party.
My Grandparents Love Me - Claire Freedman 2016-08-30
From the illustrator of I Love Dad and I Love Mom comes a joyful
celebration of grandparents everywhere and the special bonds they share
with their grandchildren. I’m off to Gran and Grandpa’s, with a big smile
on my face. I always feel wrapped up in love, when I stay at their place!
A visit to Gran and Grandpa’s is always a special time filled with sweet
treats, fun, and love.
Aliens Love Panta Claus - Claire Freedman 2030-12-31
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every
reader.
We Are Family - Claire Freedman 2018-07-12
Affectionate, funny and joyful, this is the newest collaboration between
internationally successful illustrator Judi Abbot and award-winning
author of the Aliens Love Underpants series Claire Freedman. From
slupring milkshakes with a big crowd of siblings, to the heartwrenching
difficulty of sharing that favourite teddy with a sister, and the joys of
cuddling up together at the end of the day, this delightful picture book
explores the love between siblings in all its forms, whatever the size or
make up of a family.
Pirates Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2013-09-03
A ship full of underpants-loving pirates goes on a quest for the fabled
Pants of Gold.
Superkid - Claire Freedman 2016-09-01
Wish you could beat any bully and make broccoli disappear? Then make
a date with Superkid. He may look like an ordinary schoolboy, but don't

Three Classic Underpants Adventures - Claire Freedman 2021-01-07
Get ready to laugh your PANTS off at not one but THREE hilarious tales
from the bestselling Underpants series by Claire Freedman and Ben
Cort! When aliens fly down to Earth, They don't come to meet YOU . . .
They simply want your underpants - I'll bet you never knew! Expect to
find aliens, monsters, dinosaurs and of course plenty of PANTS in these
zany, fun-to-read-aloud stories from award-winning picture book duo,
Claire Freedman and Ben Cort! This special bind-up edition includes the
following stories: Aliens Love Underpants, Monsters Love Underpants
and Aliens Love Dinopants. Also by Claire Freedman and Ben Cort:
Aliens Love Underpants Pirates Love Underpants Dinosaurs Love
Underpants Monsters Love Underpants Aliens Love Dinopants Aliens
Love Panta Claus Aliens in Underpants Save the World Monstersaurus
Aliens & Dinos in Underpants - Claire Freedman 2012-05-01
Aliens Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2013-05-01
When a swarm of aliens fly down to Earth, meeting people is the last
thing they want to do—what they really, really want...is to steal
underwear from you! These hilarious aliens love underpants in every
color and size—whether big or small, red or green, and everything in
between! Since they don't have underwear up in space, they're willing to
steal fabrics from any place. They think that Mom's frilly, pink panties
are a perfect place to hide. And Grandpa's woolly long johns make a
super-whizzy slide! The wacky illustrations and hilarious rhyming text
make Aliens Love Underpants a laugh out loud favorite for sharing at
storytime. No complicated story or plot to chase, just alien underpants
shenanigans that will bring a smile to any face! The deluxe edition of this
super-silly title includes a special dust jacket. This story is perfect for:
Engaging reluctant readers Younger fans of Captain Underpants Alien
fans Silly humor enthusiasts Hilarious read aloud adventures
Snuggle Up, Sleepy Ones - Claire Freedman 2005
All the baby animals - from little hippo to the mischievous monkeys - are
snuggling down for the night in this beautiful bedtime rhyme illustrated
in stunning pastels. With a matt laminated cover and shiny spot
dinosaurs-love-underpants-the-underpants-books
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be fooled! He's super-fast, super-brave and he has x-ray vision. He can
petrify pirates and make vegetables vanish. Does he sound at all like
you? A heroic rhyme by the super-funny author of 'Aliens Love
Underpants'. Need a great read? Superkid is here to save the day!
Aliens Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2013-05
Originally published in Great Britain in 2007 by Simon & Schuster UK
Ltd.
Monsters Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2015-05-05
Underpants are monstrously funny in this playful picture book from the
team that brought you Dinosaurs Love Underpants and Pirates Love
Underpants. Monsters think it’s MONSTER fun, To creep around, all
scary! But there’s something they love even MORE, Than looking mean
and hairy! Monsters around the world have different ways to scare, but
they all share a love for zany underpants! Every Saturday night, you will
find them in a secret cave, showing off their pants as they dance the
Monster Bop—but they have to make it home before the sun comes up.
After all, who would be scared of monsters in pants that were stripped
and dotted?
Aliens Love Dinopants - Claire Freedman 2016-05-17
When a group of aliens crash-lands in the jungle, they stumble across the
biggest stash of underpants ever, but the oversized owners of the
underwear won't let them go without a fight.
Tiny Ant - Claire Freedman 2020-04-16
A joyful, rhyming celebration of finding your voice and not judging others
by their appearance, written by the bestselling author of the Aliens Love
Underpants series. It’s time for the jungle talent show, and all the
animals want to show off what they can do! The acrobatic lion, dancing
gorilla and juggling monkey are all determined to impress the judges.
But up against the mighty beasts of the jungle, what can Tiny Ant do?
Find out in this hilarious, rollicking story by Claire Freedman, paired for
the first time with dazzling illustrator, Claire Powell, illustrator of The
Night Before the Night Before Christmas by Kes Gray (Hodder) and
Daddy Hairdo by Francis Martin (S&S UK).
Monsters Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2015-04-23
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There are prowly monsters howling loudly and drooling monsters from
the steamy swamp. There are wild, woolly mountain monsters and spiky,
spooky monsters from outer space. And they all have one thing in
common - they LOVE underpants!
Aliens in Underpants Save the World - Claire Freedman 2012-03-06
A zany picture book adventure featuring aliens in (what else?)
underpants! Aliens love underpants, It’s lucky that they do, For undies
helped save our universe, Sounds crazy but it’s true! The beloved aliens
from Aliens Love Panta Claus are back—and this time they are on a
mission to save the world! Get ready for another pants-tastic adventure
in this wacky picture book from winning author and illustrator team
Claire Freedman and Ben Cort.
Dinosaurs Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2011-10-04
Find out what really drove the dinosaurs to extinction in this funny,
wacky celebration of underpants from top-selling author-illustrator team
Claire Freedman and Ben Cort! The mystery of dinosaur extinction is
solved! Scientists have plenty of theories about why dinosaurs are
extinct, but the UK’s bestselling authorillustrator team of Claire
Freedman and Ben Cort knows the real answer: The dinos were wiped
out in an Underpants War! This wacky celebration of underpants is
perfect for reading aloud, and the hilarious antics of T. rex and the gang
are endlessly entertaining. Featuring fun, vibrant art and short, rhyming
text, Dinosaurs Love Underpants is a prehistoric pleasure parents and
kids will want to read again and again.
Aliens Love Underpants! - Claire Freedman 2009-10-06
"Aliens love underpants, in every shape and size, But there are no
underpants in space, so here's a big surprise..." You probably thought
aliens came down to Earth with a view to taking over the planet - but, no,
they simply want to steal your pants! This zany, hilarious tale,
delightfully brought to life by Ben Cort's vibrant illustrations, is sure to
enchant and amuse the whole family. With a madcap, rhyming text,
perfect for joining in, this story is fantastically fresh and funny - you'll
laugh your pants off!
Underpants are Awesome! Three Pants-tastic Books in One! - Claire
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Freedman 2022-01-06
Welcome to the wonderful world of PANTS in this collection of THREE
hilarious capers from the bestselling Underpants series! Aliens love
underpants, It's lucky that they do, For pants helped save our universe,
Sounds crazy, but it's true! What do dinosaurs, pirates and aliens have in
common? They all love PANTS, of course! Join them all on their pantstastic adventures in this collection of three rollicking tales from Claire
Freedman and Ben Cort's bestselling Underpants series. These lively
rhyming stories are guaranteed fun for all the family! This book contains
three classic Underpants adventures: Dinosaurs Love Underpants Aliens
in Underpants Save the World Pirates Love Underpants Also by Claire
Freedman and Ben Cort: Aliens Love Underpants Monsters Love
Underpants Aliens Love Dinopants Aliens Love Panta Claus
Monstersaurus We Love Underpants!
Aliens Love Underpants! - Claire Freedman 2011-09-01
"Aliens love underpants, in every shape and size, But there are no
underpants in space, so here's a big surprise...." This zany, hilarious tale
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is delightfully brought to life by Ben Cort's vibrant illustrations. With a
madcap, rhyming text by award-winning Claire Freedman, this is sure to
enchant and amuse the whole family! Perfect for joining in, this story is
fantastically fresh and funny - you'll laugh your pants off!
Pirates Love Underpants - Claire Freedman 2013-09-03
Grab your peg leg and your parrot—and don’t forget the underpants!
This wacky picture book pairs pirates and underwear in an uproarious
adventure. These pirates SO love underpants, They’re on a special quest
To find the fabled Pants of Gold, For the Captain’s treasure chest. This
laugh-out-loud Underpants adventure is full of pirates, sharks, and
treasure. You’ll be yo-ho-ho-ing with hilarity until the pirates conclude
their zany expedition!
Bolivar - Sean Rubin 2017-11-28
Sybil knows that there is something off about her next door neighbor, but
she can't seem to get anyone to believe her. Everyone is so busy going
about their days in the busy streets of New York City that they don't
notice Bolivar.
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